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THE GAR ENGINE
will be 1*00.
the value of---
h
Whenever t is a multiple of g-
The above curve does not of course take account of the fric-
tionul forces which prevent the indicator piston continuing to
vibrate indefinitely. Students are recommended to work the
problem out, introducing into equation (2) a term representing
the frietional force. The result will be to multiply the oscilla-
tory term by a factor of the type e"~'^ which, when the student
lias plotted the resulting curves, will show that the straight
line is soon followed one© the curve comes up to and crosses it.
From the curve in Pig. 43 it is clear that for recording an explo-
won occurring in nroin5S6C' this indicator with its g-Q^- period
would be inadequate. The piston would scarcely have moved.
For an explosion occupying ten times as long? i.e. f^o^ se°-?
the indicator would still be lagging a long way behind. For
a $ 1 0 see. explosion the actual maximum pressure would be
very fairly repre«ented, but not the shape of the explosion
wave. In fact for useful readings the instrument should not
be used for any sharper explosion than g-J-0 sec. For an ordin-
ary giiH engine explosion occurring in ^() see. the instrument
would lm quite satisfactory.
98. Engine Tart*.— These are the tents applied when the
engine been constructed and built. They consist in the
actual running of the engine as nearly as possible under work-
ing conditions. The longest run is at full load, and it is cus-
tonmry afterwards to run for a time at half load and at no
load. Sometimes it is specified that runs should be made at
thrc*e-cjtiart<*r load and one-quarter load, and occasionally over-
load	are made. It is almost impossible for one
olwerver to do all that i« necessary in such a test. The
worknhop cuMom m to measure —
 (1)	Th<» hrako-liorHC-power.
 (2)	Tii<* amount of fuel used per hour,
(8) The quantity of cooling water used per hour.
(4) Tho        In	of cooling water between inlet
outlet,
(ft) The* revolutions per minute,
the	hone-power is also measured, b-ufc
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